[Effect of electric stimulation of the hippocampus and neocortex on limbic cortex neurons in the rabbit].
Extracellular recording of neuronal activity in anterior and posterior cingulate cortex was performed in unanaesthetized rabbits during electrical stimulation of the hippocampus and associative areas of anterior and posterior neocortex. Stimulation of the hippocampus was significantly more effective for posterior cingulate neurons (60% of reactive units) than for the anterior ones (18%). Most of reactive neurons in posterior cingulate cortex responded by time-locked effects; in anterior cingulate cortex such responses were rare. The latencies of the posterior cingular neuronal responses constituted two separate groups with the mean values 12.3 +/- 6.5 ms and 50.2 +/- 10.0 ms. Various forms of the activity suppression were also observed during hippocampal stimulation. Stimulation of posterior neocortex was almost equally effective for both areas of cingulate cortex: in more than a third of the units tested it evoked initial discharge followed by suppression of activity. Stimulation of anterior neocortex evoked such responses only in a limited proportion of anterior cingulate cortex neurons. The facts are discussed in the light of recent morphological data on connections between the investigated structures.